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GOVERNORS
Artist-in-Residence
University P rofessor of Sculpture
College of Cultural Studies
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to display phOtdi

J ohn Payne
Jacob Liao, a Chinese artistphotographer and a GSU graduate
student, is holding· a one-man show in
Park Forest South, November 1
through 14, 1974, and at Ti>lentine
College January ll through February 1,
1975. Sixty or more of his photegraphs
will be on exhibition.
Mt. Liao is a member of the 35mm
Photography Society of Hong Kong.
Every year members of tlris society
sponsor a Film Salon. All pictures for
this exhibit must be taken with 35mm
film and developed into photographs 16
by 20 inches in size.
Mr. Liao was born in China and is a
graduate of the National Military
Ai::ademy 9f China, During World War
II he fought as a member of the U.S.
Army in Burma.
In February, 1950, .he entered the
Lutheran Theological Seminary in
Hong Kong and earned his B.D. degree
in Mass Communication. He was
executive secretary of the joint
Lut-heran Audio-Visual Production
Committee. He specialized in Film
Evangelication and Education by
preparing materials and supervising
pi'OQuction. He was also chairman of
the -camera Club of -this- committee
which sponsored photographic shows
;md eX:hib\tions. He also ta~hl art
photography.

In February, 1969, Mr. Liao immigrated to the United States and was
photographer a t the
employed as
University of Chicag-O. He produced
time-lapse motion pict.u res from ATS
(glosynchronous sattelite> pictures and
made color prints from transparencies
obtained by the Apollo Project for
·
Abnospheric Studies.
Since 1971 1\-lr. Liao has been employed as a photographer by Governors
State University.
The present show by Mr. Liao consists of some. soclal commentary, but
more frequently depicts the landscape.
Re approaches the landscape as a
somewhat living entity with its own
spirit. He attempts to affect, via the
photo., the strength of depth and
composition one often finds in drawing
and paintings. Most of Mr. Liao's
orginality, it seems, comes througll as a
result oft$ feelings; which are a fusion
of a religious and romantic notion. He
expresses this best in his depiction of
empty, boundless landscapes, at times
just weeds and hills, trees and skies,
and at other times water or j ust skies.
Mr. Liao hopes in the future fo show
even closer ties and comparisons
between visual studio plastic arts with
photo.
His hoped the entire GSU community
will be able to attend these exhibits
during the presently scheduled dates.

a

Jake holding on of the exhibits he will dJ•Ioy
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GSU's Peggy Smith Martin

GSU ARCHfVE3
(;

·I

seelcing re-election to
Illinois .House
organlzingkeyto
Human Services
Peggy Smith Mar.tin, 6810 South
"Loomis , was born in dorinth.
Mississippi. She is the mother of two
childr-en, Genedrick and Sandra. After
graduation from DuSable High School,
she attended tbe University of Chicago,
Kennedy-King Community College, and
Chicago Commercial College. She was
elected as a Democratic State
Representative in 1972; this is her fulltime job.
Peggy Smith Martin has a
background of political experience
dating from 1949 as Pr-eSident of the 4th
Ward Young_ Democr.ats to Delegate to
the Democratic National Convention in
1972. She presently serves on the
Judiciary II and Human Resources
Committees where she feels she can
best represent.ber "Special In:terests":
public aid, health care, human
resources, corrections, urban ma.tte.r s
and working people.
continued on page 4

by Lloyd DeGrane
Students in the Human Service
Bridging the "university to compr-Ogram at Governors State University munity service gap" is of vital concern illuminated the "idea lightbulb " to HSO participants. Students play an
recently when they decided to cross active role by tying their academic
disciplinary boundaries and form a ·programs to ongoing community entriumvirate organization including deavors. Others gain practical exstudents and fac ulty from three -perience and university credit thru
associated service programs.
work·sludy jobs or cooperative "on the
The new group calls itself the Human job.. !raining.
Another route allows ror independent
Service Organization.
HSO members come from three study projects, including; development
specialized interest areas; Corrections of media productions, consultations
and -Human Justice, Social Welfare with professionals, communication via
Services and the Special :-Jeeds monthly news publications and service
program, the latter is designe(f to offer lTaining wor)tshops.
training to persons associated with
Under university auspices. students
service occupations in. the field of work to help set up outposts (university
extension services), recruit community
Mental Health and Retardation.
Although specialized services may college graduates , assist advisors
differ, the group members share a during_academic orientation and sit on
common bond-to normalize CQnditions coll~ial advisory boards.
,which affect clients in ex:isting Human
Service programs. A task, which makes
continued on fH18e 4
legislative familiarity and legal know
how a necessity.
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Ex ploring The New

·The student

"good-times" policy
- - - · - - - -·-··---- --

-

Student activism is
a/ ive and well

Once again the university governance structure, the
U{niversityl A(ssemblyl, is faced with the infamous
Student Good Standing, Full Time, Overload Policy.
After weeks of flaming debate the S(tanding)
C<ommitteel on E Cducationall PColiticies) and
P <rograms> voted to drastically revise a policy which
had previously cleared SCEPP, the UA, and the
President only to be declared unadministerible in
Academic· Wing meetings.
SCEPP, in a series of close votes (7-3, 6-5, and 6-5),
virtually rewrote a policy which defines full-time
students, academic good standing, and overloadE<xtraordianry> R<egistration> P<ermission>. An
inadvertant slip of the tongue led to the sardonic
labeling of the newly proposed revisons as the Student
"Good-Times" Policy by several members. This, they
felt, accurately reflected the majority's views as to
both the old policy and a situation needing correction.
This revised policy was considered at the October
24th meeting of the UA at 3:00P.M. in the Community
Conference Room. This issue appears was the
highlight of the meeting and has generated
considerable debate in the past. The last time such a
policy was considered in the UA all nine student
members were present and voted together, a rare sign
of concern and solidarity.
This time student reaction was volatile and
immediate. All three student members of SCEPP who
were prese.n t for the votes objected strenuously to the
proposals and voted against them. Their pleas and
arguments were generally ignored. Five of the sfudent
UA members who learned of SCEPP's action that
Wednesday afternoon were dismayed and angered, one
member vowi'!g to " Fight the damn proposals on the
Assembly floor." In addition members of SCEPP
voting in the minority on the key votes were drawing
up a minority report was also be presented to the
University Assembly.
The origina l impetus for such a policy came £rom the
Financial Aids Office which needed definitions to
satisfy federa l requirements and to curb several cases
of abuse by students. These definitions can however be
whatever the University decides it wants them to be. It
was later considered advantageous to have a policy
which would be flexible enough to deal with other
instaf!ces where full-time status and academic good

~---- · ·

standing definitions would be needed. Yet, in the latest
discussions, the policy. especially the academic good
standing section, has been justified as a means to boost
the compietion rate. Quite a policy; a much sought
panacea in fact.
Basically this latest policy changes three definitions.
A full-time student becomes one enrolled for at least
six units per session instead of one who completes 24
units in any four of six consecutive sessions and
averages six units per session. While the new version is
humane for administrators and allows easy
calculation. the old definition encour aged alternate
heavy and light loads and was oriented to student
needs and desires.
A stude_nt in academic good standing becomes one
completing either three-fourths or one--half of all units
enrolled for in previous sessions <depends on whether
the total units enrolled for is more or less than 16>,
rather than a student who met thee expected progress
rate of her/ his approved S<tudent> S<tudy) P(lan ).
Again easy calculation and a tough new attitude
replace flexibility and the previously sacrosanct
advisor-advisee relationship a nd SSP.
Finally, an overload requires ERP when more than
eight units rather than the sixteen units of the present1
policy. This was narrowly defeated last time in the~
UA. and, apparently flushed with their success in
SCEPP, its proponents will try again to convince everyone ~at being so far behind i~ irresponsible and sinful.
The "Good-Times'' policy is obviously very complex
and confusing, both literally and in what it implies. Tol
be sure the original policy was probably not meant to
be successfully implemented and is ove.rly ambitious
for a state--owned and -()perated institution such as
GSU. The proposed r evisions surely will give the school
increased creditability within the state system and
with other similar outside agencies. Too bad in doing so
GSU loses the faith of those students and instructors
who hoped it could be different.
Pat Gallagher

Mights and maybes

Inside, outside and some parallels
by Tony Wardynski
It's F riday night and you've been out partying.
Suddenly the back seat of the car you'r e in is all lit up.
You hope it's just somebody behind you playing with
their brights but you duck a nyway, waiting for the
driver to confirm your suspicions. Nobody says
anything as he pulls over to the curb and you realize
you're about to be busted.
Jails are awful crowded on Friday night. You've
never slept in one. All you want to do is crash, but
you're too scared. You cringe as the door slams behind
you.
You know you don't have bail. Maybe you can gel a
lawyer. Some do. There are lawyers who'll take your
kind of case for nothing or for a small fee because they
care about human justice.
Mayb~ you don't get anywhere with legal aid. Maybe
your trial doesn't go well at all.
It's the first night after you're sent up that really
tears you apart. Because you see what's around you
and you know you're going to be here for a while. But
your head's together enough so that you can handle
that. Maybe.
Being young and scared and naive you're the target
for homosexual assaults. That's where the term "ripoff" originated.
Maybe you're lucky and somebody tries to teach you
something. You might even get some books to read.
Somebody might come and rap with you. They might
even help you " adjust". A brother or sister might help
you plan a future for when you get out.
But what if you're not into playing the game by the
Man's rules? You've been knocked around a lot. This
isn't your first lime in. The nice word they use for you
is incorrigible. You step out of line once too often. "The
hole" is your reward.

-----

ly Ja~ Andenor

They call you an ammal. They say you can't deal
with people. Just locking you up wasn't enough. Better
you be thrown in a hole in the ground.
The nice word for " the hole' ' is solitary confinement.
Imagine if you-will being in complete darkness. tf
you're lucky you've got a little room to walk around.
You could have a concrete floor. It's detx!table whether
that's being lucky or not. Concrete is awful hard. The
walls surrounding you are made of it. It gets pretty
damn cold down there sometimes. Likewise it can get
pretty hot.
·
You can't see but you can sure hear. Somebody next
to you has never been in "the hole" before. You can tell
by the sounds he's making on the other side of the wall.
You remember your first time.
Maybe you'd like to write. But you can't see and
there's nothing to write on or with. All you've got is
your mind and what you hear. Your mind journeys are
interupted when they drop your food down in a bucket.
You imagine that it really tastes good and sometimes
you even eat it.
Sometimes you think you're crazy. You want so
badly to touch and feel and see and talk to someone.
Loneliness isn't the word to describe what you feel.
Only you can know.
Some people make it out of prison. A lot make it back
in again. Getting out and trying to make it in the world
again feels strange . Nobody trusts you. You have no
rights.
But maybe somebody helps you. ~laybe they get you
a job and a place to live. They give you a chance.
Together you make it. Sometimes.
There are people in HLD who turn many of the
maybes and migbts into certainties. The articles which
appear in this issue describe who is doing it, what
they're doing and how.

--

CONTRARY TO public impressions, idealism iB nOi
dead on campus. In visits to .hundreds of schools, anc
after looking over almost a thousand case histories 01
nonviolent student activities, it is clear the spark glow~
and is even brightening a bit.
The emphasis is partly on politics, as it was in 1968,
Then, student fervor waned after youthful cam·
paigners for Rugene McCarthy were tear gassed and
herded about with bare bayonets and police clubs at
the Democratic convention in Chicago.
Now again today, busy Trotskyite cells and neat,
argumentative Libertarians vie with the majority
parties for young loyalties.
But a stronger, better organized movement is even
more restlessly at work. It is called Public Interest
Research Groups. Founded in 1970 by Ralph Nader, the
groups now have operating budgets of well over $1
million, more than 500,000 members and are on 133
campuses in 19 states.
Collectively they are known by the unappetizing but
catchy acronym " PIRG," they are funded and run by
students but staffed in part'by professionals. From
boxes of their case reports, here is a sampling of what
they are doing.
IN OREGON, the students sent women out for credit
loans. They found, among other things, that a major
bank required women to produce a certificate of
sterility or an affidavit swear ing she was using birthcontrol measures in order to get a loan. In a parallel
survey, North Carolina found widows' credit cards
were withdrawn almost before their husbands' bodies
were cold. Vermont s tudents asked a man and a
woman with precisely equal qualifications to apply at
job agencies. The agencies, chauvinistic to the core,
favored the man nine times out of nine.
Michigan, with one of the fieriest PIRGs, bas
belabored a doctors' " conspiracy" for refusing to help
the state with poor patients. ll has proved some of the
state's most distinguished bankers are lawbreakers who
hid interest charge information from clients. And it
turned up hazardous and lethal toys in 40 per cent of the
stores. Quick reforms were instituted in the banks and
toy stores.
IN SOUTH CAROLINA, students exposed a private
blood collector who had faked records, was willing to
take blood from donors on pills and alcohol, and bad no
doctor on hand.· New York youngsters excoriated
continued

on.,...
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A Go\>ernors State University student is running for
her second term as a State Representative from the
26th District. Ms. Peggy Smith Martin is fighting. for
her political life and if she is successful in her write-in
campaign she may very well be vaulted to national
greatness.
A warm and affectionate Black woman who has
unlimited energy in her aggressive battle against
social injustice, finds herself in the midst or a
firestorm . Her name will not appear on the ballot due
to politicaltec.hnicalities. Well-informed sources in the
State Capitol have made it abundantly clear she faces
stiff resistance from pros in both parties for her
investigation into prison conditions in the State of
Dlinois and her outspoken stands for the defense and
welfare of the people of this State.
The Honorable Ms. Martin bas the distinction of
being only the second Black woman in the history of
lllinois to serve in the General Assembly. She has for
years been a leader in the fight for equality and social
justice in Ulinois, serving as Chairman of the Illinois
Council on Hunger, Health, and Nutrition. As a
volunteer worker in Operation PUSH, she bas
introduced many pieces Qf exceUent social legislation.
The INNOVATOR staff wholeheartedly endorses
Peggy Martin for re-election to the General Assembly.
Any students or staff at Governors State University
who would like to work in her campaign in these last
closing frantic hours please call 436-0587, 88, or 89. 6851
South Ashland, Chicago.

Students!
Take advantage of
f ree classified ads.
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So What is PIRG?
Since 1970, students at more than 130
colleges and universities in 18 states
and the District of Columbia have
part icipated in Publ ic Interest
Research Groups.
Realizing that students have the
resources and responsibility to change
society. students in Oregon and
Minnesota organized the first PIRG's.
Their overwhelming success was
unprecedented by any other group in
the history of student activism . For the
first time an absolute majority of
students united to aquire the resources
and expertise to combat powerful antipublic interests through the courts ,
legislatures, regulatory agencies, and
public education.
The PIRG concept is simple : A
majority of students on various
campuses in a state express their
approval of the student Public Interest
Research Group and their willingness
to pay a nominal fee each term to
support such an organization s
activities. Through the method of
popular petitioning, students request
the use of the college's collection
mechanism to collect this fee . A full
refund is given to the minority who do
not wish to support the PIH.G
financially .

With the money, a democratically
elected student board hires a staff of
full-time professionals to represent
students and to provide them with the
expertise needed for public interest
action.
Today, more than 500,000 college
students are participating in PIRGs,
raising revenues of more than Sl
million annually.
Students of today owe a tremendous
debt to the students of the 60's. Out of
their anti -war and civil rights
movements came the realization that
society must be changed from within its
institutions, by working on and through
the system in a responsible manner.
Today over 500,000 students a re using
the tools of the legal and civic system to
bring · about changes through PIRG
research and action. These students tax
themselves a n~mina l fee at
registration to finance statewide
student directed organizations
employing run time professionals to
work in the public interest.
These students believe that there is a
public welfare and interest that is
different from private interests; that
the publ.ic interest is a concern shared
by individual citizens, protective of
individual rights ; that the public

By

interest is a national ethic not to be
subverted to the special interests of a
few: and that students as an organized
group have the resou r ces and
responsibility to help protect the public
interest and promote the national
welfare.

PI R G is students who
understand the need
for professiona I
citizenship
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Diane Auerbach
How to handle your landlord

(CPS) - " Dear Landlord, please
don't put a price on my soul ... "
Hundreds of dollars. School begins
and the landlords eagerly await the
return of the college students, eagerly
anticipate, lease in hand, all those
hundreds of dollars of security deposits.
It's a happy season for landlords.
Unfortunately, the landlord ' s
cheerfulness is not generally shared by
their new tenants. Restrictive leases,
weighted with threats of eviction and
security deposit losses, magnified by
the tenant's ignorance of his rights, tip
the balance of power heavily in favor of
the landlord.
If the landlord is adept at taking full
advantage of the college housing
squeeze, by squeezing some more
himself, then the tenant must learn to
squeeze back.

The public, potentially the most
powerful interest gro11p in the country,
is a lmost always the weakest. Though
representing far fewer people, special
corporate interests have greater
influence over public decision-making
than the public itself.
Students are reversing this trend at
colleges and universities which,
•••
through the PIRG program, provide
Editor's note: The above article is tbe
academic credit for public interest
first of a series dealing with the college
research. These students are aquiring
housing squeeze which will appear
the tools of citizenship to define their
under the rubrics "Students on the
own society beyond the.i r eoUege years.
move." If you have any information or
College gives you a license to remove
advice which pertains to this area,
yourself from problems that plague the
please feel free to submit it to the Inuneducated. You can take it as a free
novator for publication.
passage ...or you can figure that a
college education gives you a
responsibility to involve yourself.
-------------------

PI RG i s students and professionals using their education to better their own lives and the lives of the citizens of their state.

"We .fhoughf
you'd Iike fo know.• :

Student power is
voting power

NIU, Rock Valley
receive voter
registration awards
Northern Illinois University received the 1974 AISG
Voter Registration award for the " Best Project
Organization" at the Student Association meeting
Wednesday Evening, October 23, in the Regency Room
at the NIU Student Center.
The award was received by Moe Schuh, Student
Association President, and was presented by Virginia
Sayles. AISG Treasurer.
Ms. Sayles cited the NIU organization saying, "Moe
Schuh and his co-workers did a very thorough use of
deputy registrars. posters, voter information cards
and a lot of diligent effort."
Rock Valley College will also receive the 1974 AISG

Voter Registration Award for the Best Commuter
College project at the AISG Governing Board meeting
at Rock Valley, 10 a .m ., October 26.
Rock Valley, who participated in the statewide
project along with 22 other commuter colleges, won the
award by registering over 90% of their eligible
students.
The award will be presented to Paul Hagen, Student
Body President, by Scott Nixon, AISG Governing
Board Chairperson.
The AISG Voter Registration Drive, honorarily cochaired by Governor Dan Walker and Senator Charles
Percy, was conducted on the campuses of 29 colleges
and universities throughout the state.
The nine-week project ended October 8 and
registered over 21,000 new student voters for the
November general election.
NEW STUDENT VOTERS IN ILLI NOIS

Southern Illinois University - Carbondale
University of Illinois - Urbana
Northern lllinois University - DeKalb
Western Illinois University ~ Macomb
Illinois State University - Normal
Eastern Illinois University - Charleston
~Southern Illinois University - Edwardsville
Chicago Colleges
Rock Valley Community College
14 Community Colleges
TOTAL

5,000
3,000
2,950

1.432
1,344

550

450
4,400
668

1,782

21,576

STATEMENT BY SCOTT NIXON
Chairperson AISG Governing Board
October 16, 1974
Campus activism that ran rampant on college a nd
university campuses during the 1960's is no longer an
effective vehicle for students seeking _a voice in the
direction given their lives. Today, students have power
through their right to vote.
As we will demonstrate today, student activism of
the 1970's does not depend upon marching masses or
violent encounters to secure economic, educational, or
social gains for the student population. Activism today
is amply demonstrated by over 21,000 new student
voters at public institutions in Illinois who have just
registered to vote in the November Sth general
election.
Todays' positive student activism has put student
representatives on college governing boards and
mobilized student masses to the point that students and
student organizations were largely responsible for
gaining legislative and public support against a raise
in tuition last year.
The power of students working together effectively
today does not always c~pture national headlines but
will be felt more significantly working within the
system through channels that yield the greatest
benefit. We are here today to announce the culmination
of a successful voter registration drive-the largest
single mobilization of student voters in Illinois
history- but moreover, to celebrate the successes of
students working together to achieve their needs
through a manner already proven successful.
Russ Davis, AISG Voter Registration project
director. will now give a breakdown of the voter
registration effort.

HELP!
We need people.
We need you.

StudEm.t input
is es.s ential
Tom Mandel
GSU has traveled far in the few years since its
conception. Problems .confronting adm iaistra.-.,
academic and other aspects of life here, have come and
gone. People-problems also have come but not
have gone.
At any rate, new things are beginning to bilpp:a
Having finally elevated ourselves to the status Q( a full
fledged university. or, to put it a better "fnnY• ......._
followed the evolutionary process a long somewhat
faithfully, we are now ready for bigger and better
things. However, bigger and better things do not ame
without the moulting of old skins <no pun intended).
Nevertheless, I suspect students will become tbe
focus of our "intellectual synthesis" alld seon aftler
that some of us will discover that " talking only sounds
like walking". That will not come as a surprise.
So, to quiet the questioning minds and soothe tllr
wandering hearts, a bit of advice is offered here. It's
free. which only means you don't have to listen; just
remember.
Apathy is not apathy to the apathetic. rather it is a
lack of interest in the uninteresting.

so._.

We need input
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF
ILLINOIS, that a Special Commitlee on Prison
Reform, consisting of 8 members of the House of
Representatives, 4 appointed by the Speaker of the
House and 4 by the Minority Leader is created to
investigate the Department of Corr~tions and its
institutions, and to pay particuJar attention to lack of
effective management systems, racial imbalance, the
role of correctional officers, environment, inmate
development. discipline, return to the community, and
to any other areas which may be found to be in need of
improvement and be it further
RESOLVED. That the Committee shall select one of
its membe.r s to act as Chairman, may select such other
officers as it deems necessary, and may, without
regard to the Personnel Code. employ a staff assistant;
and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Committee may, if it deems
necessary, hold hearings in such places in the State of
Illinois as it shall chasse to determine facts necessary
to its studies; and be it further
RESOLVED. That the Committee on Prison Reform
shall report its findings and recommendations
including recommendations for needed legislation, t~
the 78th General Assembly not later than December 15.
1074.

Martin introduces
House resolution
on correction
facilities
WHEREAS, charges of lack of effective
management have been leveled at the lllinois
Department of Corrections which. if true, have
exposed inadequacies in the programs of that
Department for the rehabilitation or isolation of
offenders in our society ; and
WHEREAS. Facilities and programs for the
rehabilitation of offenders and for their education and
soci-11 adjustment .are lacking or. where present, are
underutilized and undermanned, thus depriving the
residents of an opportunity to make significant and
productive contributions upon return to society ; and
WHEREAS. If effective management is not present
in the Department of Corrections. the resulting Jack of
tra ining or staff. inadequate budget. inadequate
functional organization within institutions, and
understaffing due to transfers of residents without
correlative transfer of staff will rapidly erode long
months of work with offenders and progress in their
rehabilitation. to the loss of each of the People of the
State of Illinois; and
WHEREAS. The management of the Department of
Corrections is a question of first importance in the
social and economic life of the State; therefore be it
RESOLVED. BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SEVENTY~EIGHTH

The credit Cor lile experience program
at Governors State University was
discussed by the university direcWr of
admissions and records. Robert
Hauwiller, for the annual meeting or
the U~nois Association o£ Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers at
Rockford October 24. Be chaired a
panel on " Evaluating Life Experience
and Credit by Exam." On tbe panel
were the assistant vice president for
academic affairs at Loyola· University,
George Hostert, and the re~strar at
Barat <:ollege, Anthony Sehkade.

-

Synopsis of legislation
submitted by Peggy Smith Martin
HOUSE BILL 428
Amt"nds an Act relating to installment contracts to sell
dwelling s tructures to provide that any such contract
shall be void unless containing a provision that the
buyer may be in default for four months before the
contract is forfeited .
HOUSE BILL 234
Amends the IIJinois Governmental Ethics Act.
Hequires persons who seek to examine statements of
economic interests iiled with the Secretary of State or
county clerks to disclose the specific reason for the
examination . Removes language held
unconstitutional by the Illinois Supreme Court in Stein
\'. II ow leU.
HOUSE BILL 141
Authorizes the Governor to order the transfer of funds
appropriated to non-priority Departments and
agencies of the State enumerated to the appropriations
for priority Departments and agencies enumerated in
the event that State revenues are insufficient to meet
all appropriations for all Departments and agencies.
HOUSE BILL 375
Amends the Election Code to provide that no person
shall be nominated as an independent candidate for
public office who holds an office within a political
party.
HOUSE BILL 427 also HB2443
Amends Veterans' Commission Act. Allows
administrator to hire legal technical advisors and staff
to represent veterans in service-related legal problems
in Illinois and Washington.
HOUSE BILL 548
Appropriates $750,000 to Veterans' Commmission for
addition of technical legal advisors and staff forrepresentation of veterans in service-related legal
problems.
HOUSE BILL 943
Creates a State Information Center under the
supervision of the Department of General Services to
be called the "IUinois Information Act." Provides for
toll-free numbers to be used by the people of Dlinois for
obtaining information regarding State Goverment.
HOUSE B1LL944
Appropriates $223,100 to the Department of General
Services to be used for the purpose of establishing an
information center enabling the people of Illinois to
contact State government taU-free.
HOUSE BILL 1266
Amends the State Housing Act to forbid discrimination
on the basis of sex or national origin in hiring or
housing corporation or their contractors.
HOUSE BILL 1267
Amends an Act prohibiting discrimination in
employment under contracts for public buildings and
public works. Adds to list of illegal discrimination
~sed on sex, creed, or national origin. Amends title.

HOUSE BILL 2f!l
Amends Code of Criminal Procedure. Reduces time
limit for a speedy trial of persons in custody from 120 to
60 days.
HOUSE BILL 1555
Amends the Illinois Public Aid Code. Provides that the
Department of Public Aid shall continue to maintain
staff and provide services to the aged, blind, and
disabled notwithstanding other changes in lllinois Law
required by federal law.
HOUSE BILL 1554
Appropriates $100,000 to the Alternative Education
Study Commission. !Companion BiJJ to LRB3125. >
Effective July 1. 1973.
HOUSE BILL 1553
Creates the Alternative Education study commission.
Interim report due December 31 , 1974. final report due
December 1. 1976. Repealed July 1. 1977. •
HOUSE BILL 1552
~!
Amends the Illinois Municipal Code to permit the
commission to strike off names of candidates for
positions from the register after they have remained
thereon more than one year. CNow they may be
stricken after 2 years.>
HOUSE BILL 1439
Amends the " Illinois Nursing Act." Requires that two
licensed practical nurses be added to the Committee of
Nurse Examiners. Effective July 1, 1974.
HOUSE BILL 1427
Declares as State policy that consumers should have a
free choice as to the provider of health care services
subject only to reasonable licensing-and certificatio~
requirements.
HOUSE BILL 1391 - 2680
Amends Consumer Fraud Act. Defines "automotiverepair dealer" and " repair of motor vehicles." Makes
void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable
any contract or agreement for any repair of a motor
vehicle in which an automotive repair dealer
exculpates himself from liability for injury to persons
or property caused by his negligent repair.
HOUSE BILL 1329
New Act provides for deposit in the Manpower
Development and Training Revolving Fund of 20% of
the State's share of federal revenue sharing funds.
Amends State Finance Act accordingly.
HOUSE BILL 288
Creates an Act in relation to real estate installment
contracts. Requires sellers of real property ~ho sell on
an installment contract basis to explain orally to the
prospective buyer in the presence of at least two
witnesses. one of whom is chosen by the prospective
buyer, the terms of the contract and provide him with a
written copy of such terms and explanation. Provides
that violation of such Act renders contract voidable at
the option or the buyer.

Peggy
Smith
_.........~

Martin

....,

She received the ·" Outstanding
Woman of the Year" award from tne
League of Black Women in 1972. She
was the first black woman to serve as
speaker of the House in 1973. She
received the 1973 Legislative Award of
the Illinois Optometric Association. She
also received WGRT's "Great Gal"
award that year.
She was introduced- and sponsored
legislation on abolishing secret land
trusts, establishing 60-day speedy
trials, and providing services to, the
sick, aged, and blind persons. She
issued a prison study report in January,
1974 which s:aiJed for real prison reform
in order to create safe homes and
s treets. Her bills that require licensed
practical nurses to be placed on the
Board of Nurse Examiners, and laws
forbidding discrimination in housing
contracts were the first ever passed
and signed into law by a black woman
legislator.

HLD

cont~~...,., -

Another HSO project, underway in
the university's Learning Resource ·
Center, will provide a multi merna
resource attd reference section. Information seekers could borrow slides,
photos, films, books and audio tapes.
But when HSO activists find that
they've exhausted local resources they
seek knowledge in other places.
Alternative educational approaches,
outside university walls, include
workshops , conventions, field experiences and conferences. Options like
these may take place all over the
country.
Less structured, are the frequent
informal discussions that keep iaculty
and students abreast of current information .
Formally, HSO members m-eet at
5:00p.m. onThursdaysin the College of
Human Learning and Development
located on the third floor ofthe permanent campus site in Park Forest
South, Illinois.
Anyone affiliated with Human Service work is welcome to join. HSO officers are especially interested in
hearing from local agency -represeptalives.
·If any questions arise, please feel
free to contact the Human Service
Organization by calling Dr. Steve
Schain at Governors State University
534-5000, ext. 2359.

CCS lecture
sertes
The College of Cultural Studies is
pleased to have bee.n awarded a g~ant
sponsored by the National Endowment
for the Arts.
The highlight of the grant will be a
guest lecturers series, "SYMPOSIUM
IN ART' ' during the NovemberDecember session on Friday evenings,
6:30-9:30 p.m. module #3980V. Two units .
of credit are available for those
registering for the entire series.
However, students, faculty and their
guests may attend any of these special
lectures without enrolling in the
module.
The calendar of events is as follows :
November 15, 1974 Sachio Yamashita
Mr. Yamashita wiiJ discuss the
process and procedure for public
murals and environmental art.
November 22, 1974
Franklin Boggs
Internationally known muralist Mr.
Boggs will discuss his numerous
commissioned public works.
Novermber 29. 1974 Ms. A.A. Usbenko,
M .F .i\., Ph.D.
Currently on the faculty of
Northwestern University, Ms. Ushenko
will discuss the influence and history of
materials and techniques in art
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Activism

and PIRG
-: ·.., ::1. ~· ~cOntlnuMtr-....,. 2€_ Z....
undertakers for refusing to tell the bereaved how much
funerals would cost. In Vermont, PffiG startled the
state by announcing 50 per cent of children under 15
had never seen a dentist. The Vermont governor immediately asked his legislature for money to get dental
checks.
Indiana embarrassed a "citizens group" fighting a
phosphate ban by unmaski:-.g it as a laundry industry
front. And Oregon's PffiG successfully fought back
bottlers' efforts to repeal a returnable bottle law.
Using a slogan, "Bottle Bill Baloney," ~IRG proved
the highways were cleaner, the costs snuill under the
ecology law.
Seven PIRGs dispatched "confused taxpayers" to
Internal Revenue Service tax centers with identical
" problems" and found that in virtually every case, the
" taxpayers" got different information. The IRS instituted some reforms.
VERMONT PIRG rolled back a telephone rate increase. Minnesota, Massachusetts, and Vermont
blocked road projects. New Jersey youngsters sued to
stop the Army Corps of Engineers from despoiling
historical sites with bulldozing. Indiana and North
Carolina are birddogging utilities which seek huge rate
rises, and both PffiGs have won skirmishes.
Similar crusades are going on in Massachusetts,
Maine, Iowa, Colorado, Connecticut, Washington,
D.C., Missouri, Texas, Florida, California and
Maryland. In every other state. there is at least some
agitation to get a PIRG started.
But the politicians and college trustees, who talk so
soulfully of students "working within the system" and
whose approval is needed for PffiGs to oo set up, are
frequently the very ones who stifle grass-root student
·
efforts.
NADER AND HIS pert, feminist PffiG chief, Faith
Keating, feel that the roadblocks are often blatant
conflicts of interest. Boards of regents or trustees are
traditionally made up of the very corporate nabobs
most likely to be "PIRGed."
Minnesota, for example, has one of the strongest
PIRGs, yet the fee-collection system is constantly
under attack. PffiG convinced 60 per cent of the
student body to make a voluntary dollar contribution
per quarter. On the basis of this majority-vote, the
PffiG organizers then got the school to deduct the fees
fcom incoming students. Those who want can refuse to
pay or get a quick refund of their money.

Dentalgram
This Prevent-A-Gram is intended to be a reminder to
present students, staff and the University community.
U is also intended to inform new members of the
university about the limited services offered from
Dental Service.
11> P.S.C. !Prairie State College> Provides complete
cleaning <Prophylaxis> x-rays, fluoride treatments.
Rates : <between $1.-$3.00) appt. ·can be made from
Dental Services.
DENTAL •HEALTH. LIKE SUCCESS, IS NOT A
DESTINATION. BUT A CONTINUOUS JOURNEY.
<2> Dentist <depending on area, or individual seeking
the service>
<3> Dental Laboratory
<4> Area Clinics
<5> University Clinics
<6> Dental Specialists
17 ) Schools for : Dental Assistants, Hygienists and
Dentists
The services here also provides a Basic Dental
Demonstration for good oral hygiene which includes a
" Plak-lite Test" to expose and test for plaque control.
The proper method of brushing, dental flossing, and
the technique of using disclosing tables are also
included in the demonstration . Consultations,
literature and medication for temporary relief of
emergency treatment is available. A "Dental Disease
Control Program" (a slide viewer with film strips> are
for assistance. and tapes of Preventive Dentistry can
be checked out.
Take time to visit the service.

I

Bring It to Health Setvlcess
and Nov. 14th (1 p.m.-.7 p.m.)
A competent technicion wtll
perform the poinless withdtcwol
In return ~ou ond ~our immediote
fomily will be ossured o blood
source if ~ou ever need it.
You'll olso get refreshed
(Thonks to Ric from the cof.).
It onl_y tokes o hour.
You could bleed to death
In less time.
You could QO broke pelylng
fot blood.
Your contribution to the Blood Services
Organization "savings account!'
provides -.YOU With as much as .YOU'd ever
for free.

Dental definitions

Judith M. Scott, Dental Assistant Student
Services

A series of classic films about a
variety of world cultures will be shown
at Governors State University. Open to any interested persons, the
series will be offered (or credit or noncredit. Further information may be
obtained from Marilyn Miller, 1312)
534-5000, extension 2458.
The anthropology film series will be
Monday mornings from 9:30 to noon
during November and December.

Yout blood Is needed,
now mote than evet

I

DENTAL DEio~ I NI TIONS
A publication of: Dental Daffynitions
1!174 Project P. Inc. <Copyright> has
made Dental Definitions easy (or the
dental patient. The purpose is to
provide <in sequence> definitions for
simplification of the conglomeration of
dental terms to assist in dental
terminology.
B's Definitions in this issue'
BACTERIAL PLAQUE - the millions
of bacteria living together, going all
the cavity
over your teeth. producer created by patient neglect.
try flossing .
BAD BREATH - caused by your
favorite onion and garlic sandwich.
smoking, booze, or lack of proper home
dental care.
- the thing that turns off romantic
advances -often associated with
food trapped between teeth and under
gums - really caused by bacterial
plaque
- makes your mouth feel. smell, and
taste like the bottom of a bird cage.
WOW!
BAD NEWS -your teeth are straight
- it's your head that's crooked.
- the dental bill you got that you
thought was too high
-your teeth are lousy and your gums
have got to go
-you thought aU dentists only took 2
x-rays instead of a complete series ofxrays
- you thought everybody had
bleeding gums
-you thought brushing your teeth
would eliminate all decay

- you got a bill for the filling you
broke out 6 months. after the decay
- you thought your In sura nc1!
covered it
- you found out he doesn't work
evenings or after 5:00 p.m.
- he charged you a finance charge
because you didn't pay his bill as
agreed

-he wouldn ' t give you an
appointment but put you on a call list
BAND - the mental contra~ion the
dentist places around the tooth when he
fills a big cavity extending over more
than one side of the tooth. Watch his
face when he removes it - Sometimes
this is when a filling will break.
BARGAIN - the deal you get when you
buy new clothes. a car, a boat. or any
commody on sale-but not a health
service. A bargain in dentistry-is good
home care that you do yourself........ .
and low referral rates we try to provide in Dental Services.
TABU: CLINIC - November 14, 1974
from 2:30-4:30 p.m.
The Dental Hygiene Students from
Prairie State College will be at
Governors State University !Hall cf
Governors > returning from their
February 1. 1973 visit to present
another "Table Clinic" on Dental
Hygiene and Preventive Dentistry.
In addition to information about
Prairie State's Dental Clinic, the
students will provide other informative
techniqueg and demonstrations.
Take time to get acquainted \\-ith
them during their ' 'Table Clinic"
presentation.
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Consumer credibility
topic of
marketing conference
Emmanuel A. Gabriel
Creating Consumer Credibility was
the theme of a regional conference of
the American Marketing Association
held October 11 in the L.A. Pittenger
Student Center at BaU State University,
Muncie, Indiana.
J .F. Atkinson. president of the
Northeast Indiana Chapter of the
A.M.A. was the moderator for morning
session held at the Forum Room of the
student center. Panelists were :
Kenneth Schwartz, Vice President of
Opinion Research Corporation,
Princeton. N.J.; Carl Uren, director.
Nat ional Advertising, Chevrolet
Division. General Motors Corporation,
Detroit, Michigan.
At midaflernoon session, Brad Hahn,
President of the Michigan Chapter of
A.M . A . was the moderator.
Participants on the panel were: Robert
J . Lavidge. president of Elrick and
Lavidge Inc .. Chicago, and James H.
Fox. di rector of Consumer Relations,
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.
Akron. Ohio.
John Arius. director.of .International

SaJes and marketing, United Press
International, New York City, was the
speaker for the noon meeting of the
Conference held in Cardinal Hall of the
Student Center.
Other members of panels at the
Conference were: David F. Miller.
president of the Indiana Chapter of
A.M.A.. James M. Patterson, Indiana
University. Edward Heiden. director of
Policy Planning and Development, U.S.
Office of Consumer Affairs.
Washington, D.C .• L. Fletcher Prouty.
director of Plans and Projects, Office of
Public Relations, Amtrak, Washington,
James R. Lowery. head of the
department of marketing at Ball State
University, Don DeCook, TV
Coordinator for Proctor and Gamble,
Cincinnatti, Allen B. Groth, director of
Marketing Research , AMOCO,
Chicago. DeCook replaces Earl L. Butz.
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture. on the
Conference Program.
Dr. Charles W. Battle of Ball State
University was the Conference
Chairman.
Editors note : Specifics of the
conference wiU be in the next issue.

Classified

Innovator copy deadlines are noon
every Tuesday and Thursday. Your
efforts to comply with these will
greatly facilitate our own efforts to
produce o timely, high-quality
product.
The'Editors

Ads
SKIERS
For Sale. 1 pair Garmont Ski Boots.
made in Italy. Men's size 11. Worn only·
once. 1974 mode.l, $45 or best oFfer. CaU
l.ea Ann, (312) 349-6966.

WANTED: Graduate Student.
Accounting Background to assist Dean
.of College or Cultural Studies. Hours 911 per week. Please contact GSU.
Extension 244 t.
1967 VW, clean well maintained. 45,000
miles. 30 miles per gaOon. f150.00.
Super ca.r . 534-0384.

"~

"SKIERS"
For Sale. Heuer Bindings <'11ley are a
plat binding> one se.a son, new. $30 or
best offer, wUI consider a trade? CaU
Angelo. FU8-7120/ after 5 p.m. Mon. &
Wed. in the LRC between 5 &: 7:30p.m.
1966 Ford LTD. •400.00 or best offer.
747-1181 after 5:00 p.m. (borne) or
extension 2324.
1167 VW squareback. Rebullt engine.
Good condition. Reasonable price.
c..tac:l: Farouk <phone 755-180.
1158 Fd StaU. Wagon; New brakes,
new elllla.t. aew carburetor. good
secoad car. $351. 754-7113 <days).
Need a J . .! Waitress waated. short
a...n ll:M-Z:M. CaD Gary, 534-

%040/741-1141.
F.- sale: Large beautif.t elleeutive

88Zt.

Or. Francis Bibb, 2433 Adams Street.
Gary. lndlana.
Get weU Dr. Frances Bibb.
Wanted: A desk. CaD X2%93/ home 748-

Further information may be ootained
from Marilyn Miller at 534-5000, ext.
2458.

Class sessions wiU be highlighted by
old-time radio and TV shows. hit tunes
of the past, underground films and
newspapers, comics, and rock 'n' roU.
The wide variety of popular arts
reflects social values of times past as
well·as provides a new perspective on
American history.

22.S:I.

Skiers
Clarinet, exeel~nl condition, 1160.
Reply to BPS box 1841. Include mailing
address and phone number to arrange a
contact day .
Need a Job?
Waitress wanted, short hours, 11:00 to
2:00. CaU Gary. 534-2040/ ;47-1146.
Gradu' ate student seeks
bouse/ apartment to share, vicinity of
GSU. Contact John Flowers extension
-z:n5.7~.

For Sale
ONYX Chess Set. Bought in Mexico.
Figures & Board. $SO, reply to mailbox
.au, BPS. Comparable to $126 value.
MGB For Sale
1970 MCG new top. New tires, new
clutch, AM/ FM radio, tape. $L,200. U
interested, leave name and phone
number in BPS box #413.
For sale or trade:
1971 VW camper-sink, icebox. Penthouse bed, tent. etc. Sleeps 2 adults
and 4 children-more with tent attached. 12,500.00 or trade for station
wagon of equal value. Call Ray 687-2253.
Need a job?
Waitress Wanted-8bort hours, 11:002:00. Call Gary at 534-2040 or 747-1146.
For Sale
.l&n Vega Hatchback. Radio, Auto.
Trans., Low Mileage. $1,500.00. Call
Ray 687-2253.
Share a House
In Homewood for male student, (2).
Reasonable rate. Contact Joe Bremmon HLD Work study student.

tiSZt.

WANTED: Sponsor for Women's
Bowling Team. Richton Park Bowling
Lanes, Moaday Nights- 9:30. Spoasor
fee $15 plas shirts. Excellent bowlers.
Call exteosioa 2461. 8:30- 5:11. Good
oppertmity for public:it.y.

An opportunity to glance back at
things which Americans have enjoyed
and talked about over the yeafS' is being
offered at Governors State University.
"Nostalgia and History" will be a
Saturday class from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
November and December on a credit
and non-credit basis.
The visiting professor will be J . Fred
MacDonald of the Popular Culture
Institute at Northeastern tllinois
University.

For Sale
1972 Vega Hatchback, radio, auto.
trans.. low mileage. $1,500.00. Ray. 687-

desk. 61" s 34" - flt. Stove 3i", 130;

child's car seat, like new - $7; toaster
$3. Call uteosion 2293 or borne- 748-

Nosta lgic trip taught

Free, Free, Free
One, possibly two cats, to a goOd home.
;Jim 672-8355.
Junk cars towed away free!!
Nancy Bresnyan, 11028 So. Mansfield,
Otlcago Riclge, llliDois.

November/ 7 4
•
N-D SeSSIOn
1
2
3

s·

8
15
21
22
23
24
26
28

...

Friday

Mime Production, 8 p.m: (Theatre)

Saturday

Mime Workshop, 1-5 p.m. (Theatre)

Sunday

Mini-Electronic Concert

Tuesday

Election Day

Friday

Last day to make changes (other than
dropping units) . Last day to obtain
refund.

Friday

Film Production · Humphrey Bogart
Festival , Noon and 8 p.m.

Thursday

"Happy Ending" and "Contribution,"
8 p.m. (Theatre)

Friday

"Happy Ending" and " Contribution,"
8 p.m. (Theatre)

Saturday

"Happy Ending" and "Contribution,"
8 p.m. (Theatre)
Bus Trip

Sunday

Abraham Stokman Concert, 7:30p.m.
(Theatre)

Tuesday

Pre-Thanksgiving Dinner

Thursday

Thanksgiving Vacation Begins
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Phase for free
Each letter in PHASE
Prevent Theft
Help department of P .S. by reporting
all loss of property
Avoid leaving valuables unattended
Substitute thefts with security
Engrave valuables now
Public Safety has engravers to lend to
the GSU community to lake to
list all items, brand names, serial

numbers, a nd descr iption of the
article.
Engrave social security number ,
driver's license number, record it on
lease and return to department of Public Safety. Radio, tv, bicycle, clocks,
silver, coffeepot, jewelry, cam-era,
etc.
Already effective. Cornelius can be
contacted for further information, ext.
2280 or pick up at headquarters·~ F'Fee of
Charge.

This is how
a student lives
_____.1ByJMK
Who am I is the riame of a student. For mythological
sake, I will lead you on a short intellectual fantasy with
Who am I.

I am 23 yea~ old. ~ I am a two-time colleg~ tryer and
even now a hesitant-~comeback to "a-whole new idea."
Lifp is still the same for me as -Walways was. AJ!d
though it doesn't bang about your ears and mouth; in a
v-ery depressing sort of way, it iS a struggle
nonetheless.
Money always amounts to something. It's not a
constant preoccupation. It is more in the ~ealm• of
occupation and that·precedes even the ability to reflect
upon it.
Educati9n doesn' t change this. I do r~lize the who I
am by stating such a prejudiced viewpoint. But life still
holds rich treasures for one who lives like a student.
Who am l lives with a chick. ':{'hey are much in love,
unmarried, but _very ·hip people. They smoke
marijuana-socially and by themselves: Well-read.
well-fed heads. Vecy spontaneous1 adaptive, subUrbanbred: But with the air of some who' ve been to foreign
lands-at least once.
Who am I leads a good life; certainly better than any
his father ever found. Though Who am I is very hard to
identify, Who am I certainly realizes the evolution of
the structures that now allow a 23 year old- man to
pursue the very 9uestion, Who am I?
If you have made it sufficiently breathless this far, I
will now talk straight to you.
This story begins a regular feature of the Innovator
entitled " This is how a student lives." I want to talk to
you about you. Each issue I would like to relate the
story of a student here at GSU. ·
We as stUdents are interesiing people. Taken as a
class, there is-prot:>ably no better a universal division.
~ The pursuit of ·the ~student finds echoes in every man.
And perhaps•.by examining the student lifestyle from a
realistic point of view, we may gain insight into the
problems and ~lutions of the~ student.
So I ask your llelp in preparing this~regular feature.
If you think your story is a good one, leave your name
and number (or story) at the Innovator office so that I
may commit-to.paper "how this student lives. "
~ We can use aliases or r~l names. Final copy will
always be subject to inspection by the student in
question. Thi~ coluninis for fun , fact andinformation.
And who knows what we might find '?
I wonder who shall find
This fine print in the mind
To see that life's -divine
And 1 am Who am I.

Vet set
Richard L. Roudebush has been
appointed by President Ford as the new
Veterans Administration Director.
President Ford was quoted in regard to
Roudebush ''a man who gets things
done."
Roui:lebush has been with the
Veterans Administration for the past
three years. His primary responsibility
involved the task of liaison with
congre$. Roudebush was also on the
President's Committee - Jobs for
Veterans. He also served six years as
chairman of Indiana Vets Committee
and ten years as a member of Congress~
from Indiana.
Roudebush, a veteran of W. W. II, will
assume leadership of 200,000 employees
and will have an annual budget of $12
billion. While discussing his plans to
reexamine agency structure and
services, Roudebush was quoted as
saying, " I intend to take a determined
new look at V.A.'s structure and the
ser vices rendered to oUI: veterans to
improve the management and
productivity of the V.A. I intend to get
the job done effectively and efficiently ." Roudebush also promises
"There will not be any withholding or
covering up of information that, if
revealed, would indicate substandard
performance or less.- than-satisfactory
conditions.,. He also promis-es to treat
the Vet ··as a human being and not as a
claim number processed by an impersonal computer."
That particular attitude should be a
great help to our local Vet Reps since
they strive to treat us as human also.
Their job should become easi~r if the
higher administration shares their
views. In the area of personal involvement. Roudebush states that he
would be a ·'visiting administrator"
intending to " walk into V.A. offices and
hospitals without any advance warning."

DESPERATELY NEEDED!
Two secreto.ries to fill work-stud~
posit~ons on the lnnovo.tor sto.ff.
Hour.$ flexible. Duties
include t~ping o.nd filing.
Ideal situo.tion for o.mbitious,
h_~rd-working femo.les who
like working with o.nd for people.
~~ Appl~ in pe'rson between 2-4 p.m.
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Tropp wins
Logistics
Scholarship
PARK FORESr SOUTH, 111.-An
undergraduate student ~ in business
administra tion is winner of an
American Logistics association
scholarship at Governo.rs State
~ university for 1974-75. ·
Richard J . Tropp, 12107 S. Perry ave. ,
Chica,go, upon graduation plans to enter
the management field in air freight
mark-eting. He was in the Air Force ~
from 1965 to 1969. He is with the State
Unemployment compensation office,
The Chicago chapter of the American
Logistics association established- a
$10,000 Joan/ scholarship program with
a seven-year non--int~rest bearing loan.
Student interest for short term loans
are used t oward granting an annual
scholarship of $675 or stipend ~
equivalent in the name of the A.O.A.
Chicago chapter.

Media
Change

at PUSH
EXPO

ln a succeS$1ul/oalition of University
and community" resources, Governors
State's Students for Media Change
joined members of Ghicago's Task1orce for Community Broadcasting .in a
three-booth video display at this yea~r's
Operation P USH EXPO.
The EXPO, held from September 25
through 28 at the International Amphitheatre, has for several years been
the largest gathering of Black and
minorily business, cultural and artistic
exhibitors .in the country. Participation
in this year's EXPO coml>ined
governmental agencies, educational
institutions and community service
organizations and totaled over 600
exhibits. Approximately 450,000 persons attended the 4 day fete, including
500 members of the working press.
EXPO's efforts have attracted both
national and international response. In
addition to participants, there was even
a delegation of 15 visitors from the
Soviet Union.
Taking advantage of this voluble and
highly diversified assemblage, the
Students for Media Change conducted a
survey of video tastes~ and habits.
The r~ndom -sample survey was
augmented by an on-the-air video
de~onstration and display conducted
by Richard Ladsen of S.M.C. and
Marcus Chism of T.C.B. Utilizing
portable vidM cameras , cassette
players and video-recorders, Ladsen
and Chism engaged EXPO participants
in televised interviews. While being
able to watch themselves " on the air,"
enthusiastic participants were given
up-to-date information on the current
status of Blacks and minorities in the
broadcast industry.
''The sophisticated use of media tools
and skills to teach information
processing to our communities is a
most effective means of heightening
media conscioUsness," said Bill MeCuller, chairman of the National Black
Media Coalition, after seeing the video
display. McCuller said that i t was
crucial that Blacks become more
conscious of their place in the media
environment if they are to overcome
disenfranchisement.
Videotapes of the EXPO event will be
edited oy S.M.C. for instructional use,
and the results of the 4,000 sample
survey will be published by the Task
Force for Community Broadcasti.pg
·,_
early next year.
Marcus B. Chism

Paa••
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Coop Ed information
Cooperative Education is a many
splendored thing. It starts out being a
work experience designed t.o reinforce
the classroom skills learned here at
GSU. It is a learning situation individually devised for each student
wishing a cooperative education experience. It gives a student a chance to
try out a profession or an aspect of a
career to see if that's really where
she/ he wants to be when they grow up.
The student receives credit for the
learning experience and sometimes (as
often as possible) is paid for that same
experience. Coop Ed credit can often be
earned on your -present job. And then
there's placement, which is done on a
permanent basis for enrolled students
as well as GSU graduates.
In this space, from now on, you will
find lists of jobs and opportunities that
are available through the Cooperative
Education Coordinators. Every issue of
The Innovator will carry listings that
may have just the aura of excitement,
or the area of interest that appeals to
you. You may find the perfect position
to try out some of your skills or the
exact spot to find out whether you will
be able to utilize your skills and add to
them in the world of work. When any of
these things happen as you read The
Innovator, you need to contact one of
the Cooperative Education Coordinators.

There are 11 Coordinators and six
paraprofessionals ready and waiting to
help you take advantage of whichever
listing turns you on. The Coordinators
are located in five different areas of the
University-each of the four College
and Central Office which is on the first
floor nestled between Records and
Financial Aids. The credentials of all
these individuals would probably make
up a small novel, so let it be said only
that ever y one in Cooperative
Education stands ready and able to
assist you in an experience that, like
medication, is for your own good but,
unlike medicine, is easy to take.
To investigate any Cooperative
Education experience you need to see
the Coordinator functioning in your own
College. For instance, if you are a
student in CEAS, check with Anita
Westphal who will make an appointment for you to see either Russ
Hollister, Leon Fennoy or Jack
Wysong. Anita can be reached on Ext.
2492 and is located in Room A-1121.
Are you a student in CBPS? Then call
Cathy Bi.lrnett at Ext. 2276 or drop into
Room D-3325 and make an appointment
to see Robert Kelley or Marshall
Reavis. Cathy can also make appointments for you to see Elaine
Strauss who is housed in the Central
Office but is assigned to CBPS.

IT'S EASY

In CHLD, the Cooperative Education
Coordinators are Carolyn Talbott and
Thomas Deem. You can make appointments with either of them by
calling Lois Jones at Ext. 2212, or
stopping in at Room C-3606.
The person to call if you are a GCS
student is Cindy Kurowski, who will
handle the a ppointments for
Cooperative Education Coordinator
Thomas Haugsby. She can be reached
on Ext. 2461, or you can see either one of
them in Room B-2314.
In the central office, call J ean Dekker
at Ext 2420 if you wish to make an
appointment with Dixon Bush, the
Director of Cooperative Education.
Sandy Coneley at Ext. 2163/ 4 is in
charge of Burt Collins's appointment
book. The Central Office has R.ooms D1203 through D-1207.
Cooperative Education is a work
experience that will be applicable to
your academic program . It is experiential learning and is an integral
part of the philosophical construct
undergirding Governors State.
Cooperative Education is available to
all s tudents, graduate and undergraquate, in all four colleges, some
inside the building, many external,
some part-time, some full-time, some
for pay as well as credit, some for workstudy students some for those who do

not require salaries. The variety of
experiences available is endless. Keep
reading this column in each issue and
check out some of the positions offered.
Then come and see us. Be a part of
Cooperative Education !

Coop Ed
positions
a~vai Iable
Please be advised that the U.S. Office
o£ Education has signed a contractual
agreement with Governors State
University on September 19, 1974 to hire
three (3) students to fill Cooperative
Education work assignments in
Washington, D.C. The agreement indicates that students filling these
positions will be from the following
academic disciplines;: Education ;
Bus1nes§ Education ; Journalism ;
English; Accounting; History; and
Psychology. Students classified as
Juniors will be paid at the rate of GS4
and Seniors at GSS.
Please see attached copy of the
agreement. If you have any questions
or comments regarding this matter,
pl~ contact me on Ext. 2163.
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